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AJET All
Kyushu Hanami
by CJ Fischer

Hello KumaJETs! You may have heard
from me on the Kumamoto AJET FB

page, or on the Block 11 FB, or even in an

email from PAs pleading with you to fill out
AJET’s bi-annual surveys. If you haven’t,
let me introduce myself. My name is CJ
Fischer and I have had the privilege of

serving as your Block 11 Representative
for the last year. Together with the Block

10 Representative, Harriett Bougher, we
hosted a Hanami celebrating the 30th

that had been gathered. It was a lot of

anniversary of the JET Programme in the

fun sharing where in Japan everyone was

shadow of Kumamoto Castle.

visiting from and where in the world they

called home. We had someone from every

After having such a successful event, that

prefecture in block 10 and 11 which was

was only possible thanks to members of the

wonderful. Later in the afternoon before the

Kumamoto JET community, I wanted to take

first few people began to leave, we took a

the opportunity to show my appreciation by

group photo. I think there were around 70

sharing our day with you.

people and although there were little to no
cherry blossoms we still had a really great

Around 9:00 am Harriett arrived at

time. Our large group caught the attention

Ninomaru Park where I met her shortly

of a local shochu distiller and his English-

after. We set up our tarp, made one last

speaking friend. Together they insisted that

trip to a conbini, and relaxed as we waited

no hanami is complete without Japanese

for everyone to arrive. Around 11 the first

shochu and they poured for us some of

few people began to show up. With my

their wares. It was really delicious and I felt

pinky flowery hat acting as a beacon, our

that our hanami was even more authentic

group grew to about 50 people by noon and
everyone was enjoying the food and drinks

because if it!
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At 5 pm we cleaned up and made our way
over to Celts for dinner. A reservation that

was made thanks to Kumamoto AJET! We
had about 40 people in attendance and

together we enjoyed some great food and
some strong drinks. The nijikais included

some karaoke and a little bit of dancing but

due to the long day and my sunburn neither
Harriett nor I managed to stay out too long.

Thank you to everyone who made the trip to
Kumamoto and an even bigger thank you to
Kumamoto and Kumamoto AJET. It was an

awesome weekend and I cannot wait to visit
your wonderful prefecture again.

Photo by
Caitlin Puzzar
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Mono no Aware

When life beats us up, when everything

seems gloomy and cloudy, it’s easy to forget

by Chase Sutherland

how lucky we are to be here. Sometimes I

even catch myself thinking, “Are these kids
even getting it? Am I making a difference?

Recently, a good friend of mine taught me

What the heck am I supposed to do?”

the phrase “mono no aware.” This means

“the fleeting beauty of things.” He said that

But the thing is, we have a whole group

this phrase resonates most with Japanese

of senseis and other ALTs to help us get

people during cherry blossom season at the

through our challenges. No one does it

brief moment when the petals fall softly in

alone. From something as simple as a joke

the wind like a picturesque spring snow.

and a smile to teaching you how to cook

your favorite Japanese food, every act of

There’s no doubt in my mind this phrase

kindness from the senseis and others in our

describes many other beautiful yet fleeting

new life reminds us that we aren’t alone.

moments, but when I first heard these words

Even at the start of this rainy spring the

I thought of us JETs.

sakura still bloom—a glimpse of fleeting
beauty and hope despite unfavorable

After a few months in Japan, it’s easy to fall

conditions.

into a monotonous train of thought and forget
how incredible and lucky it is that we can

For many people, myself included, JET

live and work here. Many people dream their

is a big change from where we came

whole lives just to visit Japan, but here we

from, including a new workplace, culture,

are for a year or maybe even more.

language, and view of the world. With big

changes like this, it’s easy for people to feel

Still, despite this golden opportunity, Japan

disheartened and lost at times. But, after

is like any other place in the world when it

challenges as harsh as winter, sometimes

comes to the difficulties of everyday life and
becoming an “adult.” Whether it’s dropping
your newly bought phone, navigating a

confusing workplace, breaking in a new

apartment, or tearing nearly all the ligaments
in your ankle, (yeah, it was as painful as

it sounds) these challenges are amplified

simply because we are in a foreign country

without the family and friends we’ve leaned
on throughout our lives.
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a new chance appears like spring bringing
forth new growth.

The fresh start of spring reminded me of the
many ALTs that came from all corners of the
world and found a new place to take root
and bloom. While it may sound like I see

JET as a permanent rock that we can rest

upon in the river of life, I view it as one brief
and beautiful moment we have in our lives.

A moment that we can enjoy, grow from, and
bring knowledge forward to the next chapter
in our lives.
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Sakura by
Oliva Poole

Adapting is Awareness: Working in Japan
by Aaron Maisler

Whether they’re teaching English in a city or teaching rurally, most ALTs you talk to will

gladly tell you about an awkward situation where something went completely over their
heads.

A lot of this falls in the workplace. Most of us have probably had days where everyone

else in the office is wearing a suit, and they forgot to send the memo out to the poor ALT.

There have been multiple occasions where everybody simply leaves the school for training
meetings, leaving me alone in the office with little idea on what to do. This seems to be a
fairly common experience among the ALTs.

Part of working in Japan is learning to be aware of your surroundings.
“Kuki wo yomu” (空気を読む) is a common Japanese expression meaning read the air. It is
essentially the art of reading body language without being told what is going on in a given
situation. This is something that most ALTs, over their tenure, learn to do to some degree
or another. In Japan, it is important to closely observe what other people are doing, and
assessing whether you should be doing that as well.

View of Jiromarudake from Taromarudake by Laura McGhee

“That.” can be anything from cleaning the school, to making sure you look busy when
everyone else is in the office. A lot of learning comes by trial and error, and carefully

watching the expressions on people’s faces to see their reactions when you talk about
myriad aspects of the job.

I can’t speak for other countries, but in America people are very upfront. For the most part

people are more apt to say what they want, and how they want it done. In Japan, things are

much more subtle. Often many things that sound like suggestions to us, are really requests.
As a fresh face in the Japanese workplace, the two can be easily confused.

Leaving a professional impression while at work is crucial to being respected as a teacher,
though professionalism in Japan and America can be quite different at times. While

this could probably be its own article in and of itself, I’ll just cite one example that I’ve
experienced personally.

Let’s say you jump the gun on something, like making an off-handed joke about being late.
While people might never say anything to you, they might be less willing to talk with you in
the future, or have a worse impression of you for having said it. Nothing bad came of this,

but if some stellar co-teachers hadn’t explained what impression I was really making versus
the one I thought I was making, I might have never known the difference.

This sounds scary, but don’t be turned away from Japanese culture just because it is difficult
to understand. Part of your job as an ALT is cultural communication. Making sure things

are understood in the way they were intended to be is something that we, as foreigners,
regularly need to be mindful of.

More so than what you say, it’s how you say it. I have found that Japanese people are very

forgiving, but many times, the things we take for granted about our culture can be foreign to

some Japanese people, though for the most part, most people are more than willing to meet
you halfway.

As long as you seem like you are trying to understand the culture, there will likely be

somebody who is more than happy to help you out along the way. Adapting to working and
living in Japan can be overwhelming, but a bit of mindfulness and understanding go a long
way for making things a little bit less foreign.
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Surya Restaurant Review

I’ve been to Surya twice now, and
completely concur with the rave reviews
I’ve heard from a variety of people.

by Caitlin Puzzar

You know a place is good when the
proximity to my junior high school, and

Japanese food is great and all, but if you’re

the accompanying 99.9% chance of me

like me, you’ll have been missing a certain

eating next to my students, doesn’t faze

kind of spice that you can only find in Indian

me in the slightest. I’m yet to befriend the

curries. Fear not, for I have discovered a

owners but they are always smiling from

gem in the form of Surya, a small restaurant

the kitchen, and the waiters speak a little

located in Tatsuda, Kumamoto City.

English too. The restaurant itself has a
really authentic and relaxed vibe.

A variety of sets are available, the most basic
being salad, curry and either naan bread or

Just a word of advice though. Don’t do

rice for only ¥780. Another fan favourite I’ve

what I did the first time and order way too

been told is a similar set, but with two smaller

many naan breads and roti. Despite what

curries giving your taste buds even more of

you think, they are not small. You’ve be

a party. There are over 10 types of breads

warned.

to choose from; including cheese naan and
roti, along with a tandoori menu ranging from

So if you fancy a good old Indian curry in

simply kebabs to tandoori shrimp.

your life (they do take out, could it get any
better?), head to Surya. Open for lunch

While they don’t have any vegetarian

from 11am – 3pm and dinner from 5:30pm

options, that is seemingly the only downfall of

– 9pm.

the place. The curry menu is extensive, with
various meats and seafood, and you can also
choose your spice level for each curry.
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Sakura Photos
by Tanya Leonard
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A Week in the Life
of a CIR

their hometown, where they enjoy lovely
weather year-round, beautiful views of

the ocean, and fresh, delicious produce.
Tasmania has always been a bit of a

mystery to me, but hearing their stories

by Erika Egner

made me really want to visit it myself, so
I had been looking forward to the trip for

Hello, Kumamoto JETs!

almost a year. I feel incredibly lucky to be

the CIR here in 2017 – the last time a CIR

My name is Erika and I am a fifth year

visited Devonport was in 2008!

JET in Minamata City, a small city in the
southern tip of the prefecture that faces

My office began preparing for this trip in

the beautiful Amakusa archipelago from

about September, and I had been working

across the Yatsushiro Sea. I am one of

overtime for weeks before we left, with

only a handful of CIRs (Coordinators for

practically no time for any of my other work.

International Relations) in Kumamoto.

When March finally rolled around it didn’t

When I was an ALT my first three years

really feel like it was actually happening.

here, I was aware of the existence of CIRs

The 27 hours of planes and buses and

but not really clear on what they actually

did. I’m here to lift the veil a bit and give you
a peek into one project that I was working
on for a long time.

I’ve been a CIR in Minamata for about a

year and a half. My timing was great: I’ve

been lucky enough to be involved in two big
projects celebrating the 20th anniversary

of Minamata’s sister city relationship with

the small city of Devonport, Tasmania. Last
April, a group from Devonport visited us
here in Minamata, and I had a lot of fun

showing them around. This March, I was
able to tag along on Minamata’s visit to
Devonport.

When the delegation from Devonport visited
Minamata last year, they told me all about
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layovers didn’t help either! Travel always

Thankfully, the following day I was able

nothing quite feels real. But when we finally

visit to Tasmania, as we had a Japanese-

to take a backseat role and enjoy my first

puts me into a sort of twilight state where

speaking tour guide showing the group

arrived at tiny Devonport Airport after those

around. We had a wonderful day, with

27 grueling hours, the Devonport Sister City

two highlights for me: seeing adorable

Association were waiting to greet us with

Tasmanian devils and wombats up close

smiles and open arms, lifting our spirits until

at Trowunna Wildlife Park, and visiting

we couldn’t help but smile back.

That evening, we attended a barbeque at the
mayor’s house to welcome us to the sister

41 South, a farm that raises salmon and

ginseng and that fed us the most delicious
salmon burger for lunch. Both places are

very concerned about nature conservation.

city. It was nice to be reunited with people

The staff at Trowunna care for injured

I hadn’t seen in a year, and to meet lots of

and orphaned native animals, and are

new people too. Everyone I met that night,

attempting to boost their numbers in the

and everyone we met during the whole trip,

wild and protect them from the threat of

was overwhelmingly kind and welcoming.

extinction, while the owner of 41 South

I was touched by the lengths they went

uses all-natural biofilters to clean the water

to make us feel welcome, especially the

he uses to raise the salmon. The water

high school student who played guitar and

he returns to the river is cleaner than

sang for us all night and the mayor’s wife

what he pulls in originally, and it’s done

Susanne, who cooked all day making a

without using a single chemical. Minamata,

gorgeous spread just for us.

“Japan’s Top Eco-City,” is considered the

most eco-friendly city in Japan, and the city

That evening was when my work really

staff I was traveling were really interested

began. My role on the trip was to be a

in learned about their techniques. Even

translator and interpreter, and as the only

with Minamata’s eco-friendly efforts, I felt

native English speaker (and one of only two

that we had a lot to learn from the people in

fluent speakers) out of the 22-person group,

Tasmania.

I was under a lot of pressure. All night, I

kept being pulled away by one person or

another, who wanted me to tell someone

about the gift they had prepared, or wanted

to know who the guitarist was, or wanted me
to say thank you for the meal. I barely had a
chance to sit and enjoy the food myself.
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done, but it was my job and the reason my
office paid for me to go to Devonport, so I

While that day was mostly spent

pushed through it the best I could.

sightseeing (under the guise of learning

about Minamata’s sister city), the next day
was all work. In the morning, we visited

Here’s another thing no one ever tells

site of Devonport’s city revitalization

get a break the whole time, and if you’re

you about being an interpreter: you don’t

the Devonport City Council and the build

interpreting during a meal, that means

project, which will house the new council

that you don’t get to eat (and you better

building and is intended to increase the

hope your bladder is made of steel). At the

number of tourists. Minamata’s city office

ceremony I had a single glass of lemonade

is currently operating out of a prefabricated

and not one bite to eat. When I got back

building due to earthquake damage, so

to the hotel, the supermarket was already

my bosses were interested in seeing their

closed, so dinner was a small, lonely cup

revitalization project as a way to get ideas

of instant miso soup (borrowed from a

for what kind of city hall to build here.

coworker) and slightly withered fruit (left

The general philosophy on these kinds of

in my room the day before by the hotel

projects seems pretty different in Japan and

housekeepers.)

Australia, though, so to be honest I don’t
know how much crossover there will be.

The next morning, we left for Sydney
and then home. I spent most of that

That evening, we attended a ceremony

time in a fevered haze and slept every

celebrating the 20th anniversary of the

spare moment, utterly thankful that my

sister city relationship, the highlight of the

interpreting services were not needed.

trip. I was translating for the MC and all of

Our three days in Devonport passed in

the many, many speakers from the very

a whirlwind, but thanks to the welcoming

beginning to the very end of the event. To

city council and Sister City Association, it

make matters worse, by this time I had

was an exciting and fulfilling three days.

developed the worst cold of my life, and

Despite being sick, I was happy to see

my voice was utterly shot. It was awful and

the sister city I had heard so much about,

embarrassing to be standing in front of

and will never forget this trip and the

everyone, speaking for basically 90 minutes

memories I made together with the people

straight, when every word hurt. Don’t let

of Minamata and Devonport.

anyone tell you that interpreting is easy! It

takes a lot of brain power, and that’s when

you’re running at 100%. Interpreting while I
felt like I was going to collapse any second
was one of the hardest things I’ve ever
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Getting a tour of Devonport with (left to right) Minamata's Mayor Nishida, Chairman Fukuda
of the city council, and the mayor's secretary Aya
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4 Things I've Realized After Learning a
Language for 5 Years
by Josh Anderson

I began studying Japanese about 5 years ago as a freshman in college. Today, I live and
work in rural Japan and use the language every day of my life.
Having recently reached a personal milestone in my language learning journey (passing
level N2 of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test), I feel inspired to share some of the
things I’ve realized along the way.
I should note: these lessons can apply to any language — not just the one I happened to
study.
1. You Don’t Have to Understand Every Word of a Conversation to Be Able to
Participate
I used to be deeply impressed with the foreigners I met who spoke English as a second
language.
I could speak like normal and they understood everything I said! I imagined the Herculean
effort they must have put into studying and practicing English, and for that I held them in
high regard.
Now, having been that foreigner myself, I realize that it’s all a bit of a sham.
Don’t get me wrong — I still am genuinely impressed by people who can have conversations
in more than one language, but I don’t quite have the same illusion about how absurdly
intelligent they must be in order to have reached that point.
Why? Because I realize now that they probably didn’t, in fact, understand everything I said.
When conversing in a non-native language, it’s actually really easy to give others the
impression that you understand way more than you actually do. Even if you understand,
say, only 30% or so of what someone said, you can fill in the blanks with context.
Don’t believe me? Imagine you just sat down at a restaurant and your waiter comes up to
you and says,
“Blah blah blah blah drink blah blah blah [question mark]”
15

You’ve been to a restaurant before, right? In your experience, what is the first thing waiters
ask?
Usually they ask what you want to drink, right? And you heard the word “drink” and
recognized from the grammar that the waiter asked you a question. So take a wild
guess — what do you think he just said?
If it were me, I would assume the waiter asked me what I want to drink, so I’d answer as if
that’s what he said. And if the waiter nods and smiles and writes something in his notepad,
I’ll assume I was right. And when he comes back a couple minutes later with the drink I
ordered, I’ll know I was right.
Right there, you can see — I understood only a tiny fraction of what the other person said,
but because I answered right away with confidence, I held my end of the conversation up.
In other words, I’ve learned to become comfortable with making educated guesses when I
respond to people. Using whatever words I understood as clues, I quickly form a hypothesis
in my head of what they said, and I respond as if that’s for sure what they said.
When you do this, you’ll find that usually you’re right… or at least close enough to being
right that the conversation will continue.
Sure, occasionally you’ll be so off the mark that the other person will cock their head and
shoot you a confused look, and at that point you can admit you didn’t understand and ask
for clarification.
But the thing is, at this point in my journey as a language learner, it’s quite rare for me
to say, “Sorry, I don’t understand,” even though the reality is that even now I still don’t
understand a large amount of what I hear.
When I was a beginner with Japanese, I probably would have frozen up and panicked when
faced with a barrage of incomprehensible “blah blah blah”s and I would have ignored the
parts that I did understand.
What’s different today is that I’ve become comfortable latching on to what I can understand
and letting context clues fill in the blanks, then giving confident responses to whatever I
assume the other person said.
It almost always works out for me.
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2. You Can Do a Lot With Very Few Words
I remember having to memorize a big list of animal words in one of my elementary school
Spanish classes. Dog, cat, cow, goat, mouse, elephant, hippopotamus, etc.
How often do you think I use the word “hippopotamus” in my daily life?
The truth is, textbooks can be terrible at prioritizing the vocabulary you should learn. When
you’re starting out, it makes far more sense to learn the words for general categories of
things than to focus on learning specifics.
Before you learn how to differentiate between dogs, cats, cows, and hippos, just learn one
word: “animal.” That’s good enough for now.
If you find yourself in a situation where you need to shout, “Watch out, there’s an alligator
coming this way!” rest assured all you need to be able to do is point and say, “Animal!”
Either way, you’ll alert people to the snarling threat.
You can drill the phrase, “Excuse me, can you please show me where the bathroom is?” or
you can put on a quizzical look and say, “Bathroom?” You’ll accomplish the same goal, trust
me.
You can spend months learning how to read a foreign script just so that you can order off
a menu, or you can learn to ask one word: “Recommendation?” (That’ll probably make the
restaurant experience more fun, anyway.)
When I was starting out with Japanese, I felt for a long time that I wasn’t “ready” to speak to
anyone. I had such a limited vocabulary — what could I possibly talk about? No, no, I needed
another year or two of studying and a few hundred more words under my belt before I could
have a conversation!
That’s not true. You can speak from day one. (That, by the way, is the core advice of one of
my favorite language learning bloggers, Benny Lewis. He consistently reaches fluency in
new languages after only a few months of practice.)
Start speaking right away. If you only know 10 words, then use those 10 words as much as
possible. Fill in the gaps by pointing and grunting if you have to.
Soon you’ll find that you can “talk around” almost any word you don’t know. Knowing just a
few keywords will take you a long way. For example, “do,” “use,” and “make” can substitute
for nearly any other verb. “Take a shower” becomes “do shower.” “Ride the train” becomes
“use train.” “Build a house” becomes “make house.”
Sure, you might not be grammatically correct, but you’ll be understood.
You may not know how to say “improve” but you do know how to say “make more good.”
Maybe you don’t know all the words for “My goal for the future is to become a published
author,” but you do know how to say, “I want to make book.”
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At first you might sound like a caveman, but you will, in fact, communicate. And that’s all that
truly matters at the end of the day.
3. You Have No Choice but to Develop a Thick Skin
The speed at which you learn a new language is directly proportional to how willing you are
to put up with embarrassment.
Okay, maybe if literacy is your primary goal, you might be able to get away with quietly
burying your head in books and hiding your struggle from anyone else. But when it comes to
speaking, learning a language is learning to live with embarrassment.
You will experience so many embarrassing situations that you’ll lose track of them all.
And none of them will matter in the long run.
Whenever I make some particularly mortifying slip-up, this is what I tell myself: If the
situation had been reversed, and the people I was talking to had been forced to speak
English, they wouldn’t have done as well as I did.
Maybe that’s cocky, but it works for me.
(And given your situation, it might not be as true as it is for me living in rural Japan. But I
digress…)
Here’s the thing — people will always much rather listen to a broken, barely coherent version
of their native language instead of English.
I mean, think of yourself — would you rather deal with someone who approaches you and
starts chatting in flawless Icelandic or someone who speaks a few words of imperfect
English?
Even if your language ability is far from perfect, your conversation partner will cut you some
slack simply because you took on the burden of difficulty from the conversation. You took
the initiative to struggle with a foreign language, and they’ll be thankful that you didn’t force
that struggle onto them.
(And honestly, the most immediately effective way to learn any word is to have it etched into
your mind from embarrassment. I will never forget what zubon means after that time I asked
a dry cleaner to clean my pantsu, only to later find out that I was asking her to clean not my
pants, but my panties.)
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If you’re afraid of the embarrassment that will inevitably come from talking to people, for
now you can simply try translating sentences in your head. Countless times I’ve stopped
and examined a thought that just zipped through my mind to ask, “How would I say that in
Japanese?”
Doing that is, in fact, producing the language, which is the same challenge you’d face if you
were in a conversation. And it can be just as tiring if you do it for long enough!
Which brings me to my last point…
4. If You’re Not Feeling Mentally Strained, You’re Not Getting Any Better
I remember becoming physically exhausted during the three-hour Japanese classes I took
in my junior year of college.
I would eye the clock, wondering if I could make it until the end. I was afraid that at any
second my brain would give out and I’d suddenly stop being able to comprehend my
teacher.
Needless to say, I don’t feel that way anymore. I live in Japan, conduct my daily life in
Japanese, and work in environments where not a single coworker can hold a conversation
in English, but I never feel exhausted by the challenge.
Language ability is like a muscle — a muscle that will strengthen over time if you keep
pushing it beyond its limit.
(Preferably just slightly beyond its limit each time. This is where there’s a real benefit to
working with a skilled teacher who understands exactly what level you’re at and never
overwhelms you with too much new information at once.)
Naturally, people look for “shortcuts” to learning a language — some secret technique they
can employ (usually gleaned from a book or paid course) that will minimize how much
mental strain they’ll have to put up with before they reach proficiency.
And these “shortcuts” do, in a sense, exist — at least in the fact that some methods of
practicing and studying are way more efficient than others.
For example, immediately diving headfirst into broken conversations full of awkwardness
and embarrassment will get you to fluency faster than spending a year or two “getting
ready,” only to find that even after all that supposed preparation, your first real conversations
are still awkward and embarrassing.
Some people seem to think the toughest part of learning a language is out of the way once
they’ve booked a plane ticket or purchased some specific textbook.
Nope! Even though I agree that immersion in your target language is key and that some
textbooks are more effective than others, these things are merely tools. They’re not going to
do the hard work for you.
19

Consistent mental strain and embarrassing moments are unavoidable if you’re ever going to
reach proficiency.
And by the way — literacy and speaking/listening are completely separate skills. You can
be proficient at one while being utterly inept at the other. Some people will focus all their
study efforts on what they’re good at — let’s say, speaking — only to be surprised that after 10
years of living in the country they’re still effectively illiterate.
Of course they are! Reading is hard, but you’re not going to get any better at reading unless
you… you know, read.
I cringe every time I encounter advice like, “Listen to Japanese passively for 10,000 hours!”
That’s idiotic. Unless you’re a very young child, you’re not going to learn a language by
osmosis. You just aren’t.
A two-hour session of Japanese-only conversation that leaves you mentally drained will do
much more for improving your ability than 200 hours of watching anime with subtitles.
Let me clearly state it now: I don’t believe you need to possess any unusual degree of
intelligence in order to learn a new language.
You just have to consistently put yourself out there and try.
Proficiency in a new language is absolutely within reach for anyone willing (or forced) to
struggle!
I don’t know if you’ll take that as inspiring advice or not, but there it is — that’s what I’ve
realized after nearly half a decade of learning Japanese.
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Language Exchange

I suddenly became much happier as I

relaxed into my own language. I knew what
I was doing was wrong, we were supposed
to give and take each other’s language

by Zaynab Nakhid

equally. However, I got into the habit of

leaving it all up to the other person if their

It was raining so I ran inside the coffee

English was comprehensible enough.

shop, hurriedly taking off my jacket as I

ordered a hot chocolate and looked around

At that moment I immediately remembered

for the person I was supposed to be

one of my students in Elementary School.

meeting. I had never seen her before and

One month ago I had walked in ready to

she had no pictures on Facebook. We had

teach my kids aged 7-8. At that age, English

been introduced through a mutual friend

was mostly fun and games and kids were

and I spotted her – the only other person

not shy about how they used the language.

in the coffee shop. I saw her writing on her

Regardless, my students always tried

notepad, her side of the table littered with

to impress me with their use of English.

books and pens and an already finished

“Goodo Morningu Zaynab-Sensei” they

cup of coffee to the side. It was 3, the time

would call spilling out of the class to greet

that we said we would meet for, but being

me. Not that afternoon, however. That time,

Japanese she was early and I was already

they were tired from playing all day. They

late.

watched me bleary eyed as I entered. A few
called, “こんにちは,” and the rest could not

I apologized for arriving at the exact

be bothered. “Good afternoon,” I said.

appointed time and sat down to start my

first venture into language exchange. It was

One student replied, “Good afternoon”

clear neither of us knew how to begin but

and the others said “こんにちは”. I laughed

she started first, in English and suddenly I

looking at their worn out little faces. I took

relaxed.

a deep breath ready to repeat myself when
their homeroom teacher got up. A strict

I had been worrying all week about how the

woman, she was not having any of their

language exchange would go. My Japanese

attitude that afternoon.

was terrible and at my age I was unwilling to
undergo the embarrassment of getting my

“Come on!” she said in Japanese, “This is

sentences and words mixed up. Through

English class! Speak English with Zaynab

our messages she preferred to speak

Sensei”. I looked at them nodding my

English but I was worried that she would be

approval when one little boy in the back

more comfortable starting in Japanese.
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piped up.

“We don’t need English,” he said rather matterof-factly. “Sensei understands Japanese.”
“I don’t,” I replied in Japanese, “I can only
speak English”.

Some students looked at me in despair. They
cried out and one little girl said, “You can’t

speak Japanese? Why did you never say this?”
Another boy put his head on his desk, “I can’t
do English now, but she does not speak
Japanese.”

The matter-of-fact boy piped up again, “Yes,

she can. She’s speaking Japanese right now”.
“No! She can’t speak Japanese! ” a little girl
retorted looking at him.
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“Isn’t that so?” I said in Japanese laughing

at this situation where they looked as though
destruction had entered their little 7-year-old
lives.

Grinning to myself I looked at my language

exchange partner. I felt like my seven-year-olds
as I watched her struggle to form sentences
in my language while I refused to speak in

hers. Mustering up the confidence to begin, I
switched over to Japanese and watched the

relief spread through her face mirroring my own
face from moments before. I vowed from then
to share the burden of trying to communicate
in each other’s language as we both tried to
improve through language exchange.

Sunset Shadows in Aso-Kuju by Laura McGhee

Sakura Photos

Sakura by Olivia Poole

Sakura by Olivia Poole
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Kumamoto Summers
by Jonny Cornish

Summer will be upon us soon. From my native UK, that would mean that it might finally stop
raining for a few days. We might even go outside in a t-shirt. Not that winter temperatures

ever stopped people going on nights out only wearing shirts or dresses. I’m looking at you,

Newcastle. I completely underestimated the phenomenon of summer in Kumamoto. I never

really got the thing about air-conditioners that were in all the American TV shows or movies,
but after spending only about a day in Kumamoto in August, I got it immediately.

I had no air-conditioner in my apartment when I first arrived, and was told that “some people
just don’t even have one”. I couldn’t really immerse myself in the local culture to that extent

so quickly, and luckily was given a long homestay with the loveliest home-stay-mum, homestay-dad and home-stay-little sister. They had an air-conditioner in every room.

From their example, I made sure to at least have one air-conditioner in my apartment before
I eventually moved in. It then took weeks before I had a chair, let alone a table, to my name,
but, much like not cheating at an RPG, you really learn to appreciate the upgrades when
they come slowly and one at a time.

In my 4th year now, I can’t really imagine not dreading the summer, or even really what
summer feels like other than a slow drudge under a blinding furnace. What is it about

Kumamoto summers that make them so intense? The word that gets thrown around the

most is “humidity”, so, as understanding helps with coping (I hope), I sought to investigate
why Kumamoto summers are the way they are.

Disclaimer: The below is more of a personal quest mixed with an encyclopedia entry than
an article, so proceed at your own risk.

“Why aren’t I underwater?” (What relative humidity actually means)

I can recall leaning against a photocopier machine last summer, entire body drenched in
sweat, glancing up to see some kind of gauge pointing to “100%”. The words, “relative

humidity”, were also on this gauge. A frown emerged as I absent-mindedly thought, “If the
relative humidity is 100%, why aren’t I underwater?”
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The answer to this question is that relative humidity is a measure of the amount of water

vapour (gas) in the air, not water (liquid). Any time you see something in the air, like a cloud,
or your breath (when it is cold), or the stuff that comes out of a kettle, that is liquid water. If

relative humidity measured that then we really would be underwater when it reached 100%.
It would certainly make going to and from classrooms more interesting.
More questions

Remembering that episode, I thought “I wonder what the relative humidity is like in the UK,
as it never feels “humid”. (Of course many of you come from areas in countries where it

does feel “humid”, but even you must admit Kumamoto summers are pretty special. Apart
from maybe Singapore. Seems like it is just non-stop Kumamoto summer for you. Wow.)

The answers created a new puzzle, as the values for relative humidity in UK were still high,
even reaching 100% occasionally in the winter. If the relative humidity can also be so high
in UK, why does it never feel humid? How can 100% relative humidity at temperatures in

the teens (50~65°F) feel fine, but 100% relative humidity at 32°C (90°F) feel like unending
torment? Using mostly Wikipedia, I found the answers.
The answers

tldr; Heat index
It turns out that a combination of high temperatures and high relative humidity is needed for
things to be horrible. As the temperature gets higher, the more the relative humidity affects
us.

There are two main reasons for this:

1) Hotter air can “hold” more water vapour than colder air.

2) The hotter the temperature, the more we rely on sweating to regulate our body
temperature.

Absolute humidity

Relative humidity means how much water vapour is in the air compared to the maximum

amount of water vapour the air can “hold” at the current temperature. That’s why it is called
relative.

As hotter air can “hold” more water, the difference in the total amount of water vapour in the

air at 50% relative humidity at 35°C (95°F) degrees and 25°C (77°F) degrees is large. There
is far more total amount of water vapour in the air with 50% relative humidity at 35°C (95°F)
than there is with 50% relative humidity at 25°C (77°F) degrees. The absolute humidity
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in the above example is much higher at 35°C (95°F) than it is at 25°C (77°F). This graph
shows it a lot more clearly.

“’Holding’ water vapour”

If any “extra” water vapour entered air that had 100% relative humidity, then exactly the

same amount as that “extra” water vapour in the air would condense and form liquid water,
as the air cannot “hold” any more water vapour. Of course the air isn’t actually “holding”
anything, and so if you want a more in-depth explanation try this.
Sweat

We are always generating heat inside our bodies. We generate much more when we

exercise. For reasons that I’m happy to trust the internet for, we generally want our core

temperature to be about 37°C (99°F). When the surrounding temperature is cold, our body
is losing heat to the surroundings and so we use the heat generated to keep our core

temperature to be about 37°C (99°F). However, when the air temperature is hot, we have to
be careful not to overheat. One way to cool down is to sweat. Sweating works by creating
(mostly) hot water on our skin which then evapourates, cooling us down. However, as

we saw above, if the relative humidity is 100%, then the air cannot “hold” any more water

vapour. So that means sweating will not cool us down. The closer the relative humidity is to
100%, the less effective sweating is at cooling us down.

So why does 100% humidity not feel “humid” when temperatures are in the teens or low

20s (50~70°F)? Because we don’t need to sweat to cool down. Our body’s temperature is
so high compared to the air and the surroundings that we lose enough heat to it through
radiation and conduction.
Heat index

The heat index is one way to think about the difference in how hot the surrounding

temperature “feels” to the actual value it has. Because how bodies regulate temperature

completely depends on the body, these values are only for “the average person” whoever
that is. Also, because heat radiation from the sun and exercise change how hot we feel

drastically, they have also been left out. Oh, so has the wind. But anyway! If you are an

“average person”, sitting down in the shade, on a calm day with no wind, then you can use
this chart to calculate how hot a temperature and relative humidity combination actually
feels. Or enter any temperature and relative humidity here.
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Extreme danger

As you can see, if the relative humidity on a day where the temperature is 27°C (81°F)
changes from 40% to 80%, it only changes how hot we feel from 27°C (81°F) to 29°C

(84°F). However, if the relative humidity on a day with a temperature of 34°C changes

from 40% to 80%, it will change how hot we feel from 36°C (93°F) to 54°C (129°F). A “felt”
temperature of 54°C (124°F) is classified as “extreme danger”. Hmm. That’s why walking
for 5 minutes in the height of summer in Kumamoto feels like running for half an hour in

the spring. Even with a relative humidity of 100%, if the temperatures are not higher than
around 25°C (77°F), then it just doesn’t really “feel” humid.
Satisfaction

Perhaps you already knew all of the above, or you felt there were glaring holes in my

explanations. However, if the above was useful for you, then perhaps you can join me in
being 1% more prepared for summer in Kumamoto.

Sources:
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_index
2. https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/High_School_Earth_Science/Weather_and_Atmospheric_Water#/media/File:Relative_Humidity.png
3. http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Kinetic/relhum.html#c5
4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_index#Table_of_values
5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_index#Table_of_values

Ume Blossoms in Kosa by Preston Sangster
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The Beach House
by Rebecca King

When Ellen messaged me about the opportunity to be part of the very first Kumamoto

JET’s Women Retreat, I jumped at the chance. Winter break had felt like a lifetime ago,

and the prospect of getting to know my fellow lady JETs, who I rarely see, was even better.
It was over the much needed three-day weekend in mid-March, at an Air BnB in Amakusa.
The BnB was something straight out of a travel magazine. A hybrid of east meets west

architecture with plenty of space for nine ladies to roam around. There were little nooks

everywhere to tuck away and have a quiet moment. There was a small fireplace that kept

us cozy while reading, and a spacious kitchen with a long table that made you feel like you
were back at camp. The Beach House, as we lovingly called it, overlooked the ocean with
a deck outside that begged to be used for yoga. We were pretty much alone in our own

little part of paradise, with the sweet owners checking in regularly, and helping us with the
fireplace.

The first day was spent preparing dinner for the Iranian New Year. Mitra shared with us that
on Monday the Iranian New Year would be celebrated and that we could make a six course
meal. It was delicious. We all partook in cutting the necessary veggies Chef Mitra and Lily
called out while enjoying female artists and wine. By the time we had finished cooking we

had all worked up an appetite, and enjoyed the saffron rice, hummus, chicken and curry (to
list a few dishes) we had painstakingly made. Iranian food was a first for many of us, but

if you ever get the chance it is my osusume, 10 out of 10 would one-hundred percent eat

again. A giant shout out to Mitra and Lily who were absolute magicians in the kitchen and
their support team who chopped, blended, and mushed the necessary ingredients.
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The next day we really lucked out. It was sunny. And not just sunny, but warm, perfect for

our adventuring day. We made the most of it starting with yoga in the morning led by Ellen
out on the deck. It was like a Youtube yoga spot; a sizable, sunny deck along the ocean.

What more could you ask for? You could actually time your breathing with the push and pull
of the sea. (If I had stayed longer I’m sure enlightenment could have been reached.) We

then did a short road trip to Sakitsu Cathedral, one of the many churches where prosecuted
Christians fled to worship in peace. It was a little town full of little people milling about. We

hiked up to an amphitheater, which was just down the street from the cathedral. The view at
the top was amazing, you could look down at the quiet village, which looked like something
straight out of Beauty and the Beast. Ellen asked if we could bring something related to

women, or inspirational, to read aloud to the group. We each took turns to read and then
lead small discussions about what we felt our readings meant for ourselves, the women

in our lives, or women in general. It was so empowering to stand up on that stage. When I
looked out from the stage and saw all those creative, funny, brilliant women; I felt strong.

After, we made our way to the most beautiful beach in Kyushu. (Not to brag or anything.)
And again I was surprised to find the beach peaceful, with only locals walking along the
sandy shores. We enjoyed a late lunch and walked through ankle-deep water.
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That night we would made community dinner again, and created the masterpiece that is

Danger Worm. A character in the works that will be the new (and somewhat controversial)
mascot for Kumamoto. I can’t get into too many details because we haven’t trademarked
him yet, but keep an eye out for the cereal Lunjy K. It’s going to be big. We enjoyed

designing new Danger Worms, and making flower crowns, which we made mandatory to
wear while in the Beach House.

We ended the night with a cacao circle. The cacao was a bitter hot chocolate (with possibly
some spice, we weren’t even sure) when drank opens all your veins, increasing circulation,
and opens your heart to another’s. It was something I didn’t realize I needed. Japan has
been a wonderful experience for that I sometimes forget that I can experience problems

too, whether I acknowledge them or not. Without getting into too much detail, I was able
to openly speak about things that I had only confided in myself about. Being in Japan I

started to withhold sharing problems I’m facing because I didn’t feel they were important

enough. But the atmosphere was so safe, and the encouragement I received from these

amazing women was such a relief. That was one of the biggest things for me over the entire
weekend. That these multi-faceted, talented women were there to support one another

and listen to the others problems. We could lend a sympathetic ear and offer a solution, or
advice to the other woman’s struggle.

When Monday morning came, it was drizzling out; a reflection of our feelings. I think we all
wanted to stay longer. We already discussed having another Women’s Retreat possibly in
the summer, or at least have it be annual. It was a weekend full of laughter, support, and

fun. I made new friends, and travelled to a new place in Kumamoto. I truly hope we return to

the Beach House, and that we can have a larger group of women so we can expand that net
of love and support.
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Photo Submissions

Oh, It’s Totoro by Laura McGhee
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Secret Tree by Laura McGhee

Celebrating the marriage of Gods at Hifuri Shinji by Joyce Tan

Being Fearless by Joyce Tan
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Sakura at Mizukami-Ichifu Dam by Joyce Tan

A neighborhood shrine, Tsunagi by Susannah Roberts

Sunset in Ashikita by Tanya Leonard
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Myoujin ike, Minamiaso by Susannah Roberts

幸せの鐘 by Susannah Roberts
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Sakura at Mizukami-Ichifu Dam by Joyce Tan

Smelling the plums by Joyce Tan

Hogihogi Power Spot by Susannah Roberts
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Sakura by Olivia Poole

Plums in full bloom by Joyce Tan

Baien (Plum garden) at Hitoyoshi by Joyce Tan
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Full moon in Ashikita by Tanya Leonard

Half moon in Ashikita by Tanya Leonard
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